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Abstract. In this paper, we present a case-based reasoning system for
rendering expressive music performances in the context of popular jazz
themes. Music performance by skilled musicians is far from being a literal
translation process from notes written at the score to sounds with the
nominally described attributes. These score deviations can vary greatly
from one musician to another musician and represent the musician style.
The case-based reasoning system presented deals with this problem as a
time series prediction problem.
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Introduction

In this paper, we present a case-based reasoning system for rendering expressive music performances in the context of popular jazz themes. We propose to
model the problem as a time series prediction problem and describe how a CBR
approach can handle the prediction problem. Music performance by skilled musicians is far from being a literal translation process from from notes written at
the score to sounds with the nominally described attributes (such as onset time
and duration) [9,1]. The attributes of performed notes typically differ from their
nominal values to varying degrees. These score deviations are certainly not random by nature, since musicians are well able to reproduce a particular pattern
of deviations [8]. On the other hand, within the range of musically acceptability, musicians can vary greatly the nature of their performance (i.e. the pattern
of deviations), depending on the factors like the affective mood that is being
expressed (e.g. sad vs. joyful) [3,5] or the tempo (e.g. slow vs. fast) [2].
In this paper we focus on the problem of predicting the performance continuation of a musical score, given a performance of the initial part of the score.
The given performance has a characteristic that is appropriate for a particular
(but unknown) musical tempo. The problem is to predict the performance continuation in such a way that the predicted performance is also suitable for that
tempo.
This work is part of the ProMusic project [4], a research project that has
as a goal the use of case-based reasoning techniques for the automatic generation of expressive music performances. In that context, the tracking of a given
performance and a good prediction model has an important role.
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A CBR Approach to Music Performance Prediction

We have applied a CBR approach to the problem of music performance prediction. The input problem is a musical score (i.e. a symbolic representation
of the melody), and a partial performance, represented as a sequence of events
with onset and duration attributes. The goal of the CBR system is to predict
the sequence of events in a segment-wise manner, by predicting a segment of
performance events, using the performance events of the previous segment as a
guide. The case base consists of a set of musical phrases, represented by their
score. Each case contains a number performances (as played by a professional
musician) at different tempos (about 11 tempos for each phrase). The inference
process can be summarized with the following steps:
1. retrieve the cases from the case base whose phrases are most similar (comparing analyses the musical scores) to the input phrase
2. segment the input phrase into melodic segments
3. segment the retrieved phrases into melodic segments
4. for two consecutive segments hsi , si+1 i from the input performance:
(a) find the two most similar consecutive segments hrj , rj+1 i from the retrieved phrases
(b) for the performance P (si ) of si , find the tempo T , such that the performance of P T (rj ) of rj at T is closest to P (si )
(c) use the performance values of P T (rj+1 ) to estimate the values of P (si+1 )
5. repeat step 4 for each consecutive pair of segments from the input phrase
Step 1 is realized by comparing analyses of the musical scores according the
Implication/Realization (I/R) Model [6], a model for the structure of melodies,
based on gestalt principles. These analyses describe the melodies as a sequence
of archetypical patterns (usually called structures), that capture the degree to
which the various parts of the melody realize the listener’s expectations. Such
analyses are supposed to present a more abstract and cognitively relevant description of the melody than sequences of notes. The distance between melodies
is assessed by calculating the edit-distance between the corresponding sequences
of (possibly overlapping) I/R structures.
The segmentation (steps 2 and 3) is also based on the I/R analysis, since this
analysis implicitly captures boundaries between perceptual note groups (such
boundaries are not spanned by an I/R structure).
In step 4a, a melodic similarity assessment is done for a fragment of the input
phrase, and the various fragments of retrieved phrases. This assessment is realized by calculating the edit-distance between the sequences of notes within the
fragments. A by-product of this assessment is an alignment between the notes
of the input fragment and the retrieved fragments, which is used in step 4b, to
match the expressive deviations of the input phrase against the expressive deviations of the retrieved phrase performances. The sum of the pairwise differences
between onset-deviations and duration-deviations is used as a measure of similarity between performances. The retrieved phrase segments hrj , rj+1 i with the
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Fig. 1. Prediction of duration deviations (upper plot; measured as the ratio of nominal note duration) and onset deviations (lower plot; measures in metrical beats) for
BodyAndSoul-B1 played at 60 bpm

highest melodic and performance similarity are used to predict the performance
of the latter (si+1 ) of the two input segments. This is done in step 4c, by applying the expressive deviations of the elements of (P (rj+1 )) to si+1 through the
alignment between si+1 and rj+1 . For the elements of si+1 that have no corresponding element in rj+1 (and hence no expressive deviation values), the onset
and timing deviation values are interpolated, using the values of neighboring
elements.
The adaptation phase is realized by Constructive Adaptation [7], using the
quality of segment and performance matches as a guide for searching the space of
partial solutions (i.e. best first search). When a complete solution is encountered,
this solution is returned, and the adaptation phase is finished.
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Results

Although we are still in the phase of testing the system, we have some preliminary
prediction results. The results were realized using a case base that contained 9
phrases (phrases from the popular jazz songs Body and Soul, Once I Loved, and
Like Someone in Love). In turn each phrase is decomposed on the order of 10
segments, i.e. holds 10 cases. Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the predictions for three
phrases. Some clear correspondences can be observed between the original and
predicted deviations, especially for the onset deviations. Also the predictions
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Fig. 2. Prediction of duration deviations (upper plot; measured as the ratio of nominal note duration) and onset deviations (lower plot; measures in metrical beats) for
BodyAndSoul-A1 played at 50 bpm

in figures 1, and 2 seem to be more accurate, than the predictions shown in
figure 3. We suspect this is due to the unavailability of sufficiently similar melodic
fragments in the case base (for the other two phrases, there are segments that are
rather similar). This can hopefully be solved by increasing the size and diversity
of the case base.
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Conclusions

We have proposed a CBR system for predicting expressive musical performances
using a time series prediction approach. The system receives as input a partial
performance of a jazz theme, played by a professional musician, and predicts the
score deviations for the following incoming notes. Some initial promising results
have been produced. Nevertheless, the case base is rather small, which limits the
applicability of the system to a wide range of different melodies.
We are now improving the system by incorporating new jazz themes in the
case base, as well as extending the adaptation phase to be able to apply not
only timing and duration changes, but also apply more sophisticated forms of
musical expression, like note ornamentations and consolidation of notes.
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Fig. 3. Prediction of duration deviations (upper plot; measured as the ratio of nominal note duration) and onset deviations (lower plot; measures in metrical beats) for
LikeSomeoneInLove-A played at 120 bpm
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